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ABSTRACT: Exceptional fossils can preserve diagenetically-altered biomolecules, and 13 
understanding the pathways to such preservation is vital to utilising fossil information in 14 
evolutionary and palaeoecological studies. Experimental taphonomy explores the stability of 15 
tissues during microbial/autolytic decay or their molecular stability through maturation under high 16 
pressure and temperature. Maturation experiments are often hampered by the fact that maturation 17 
occurs inside sealed containers, which does not allow for the loss of labile, mobile, or volatile 18 
molecules. On the other hand, maturation of tissues wrapped inside aluminium foil can sometimes 19 
be too open of a system, leading to loss of both labile and recalcitrant materials. Here we present 20 
a novel experimental procedure for maturing tissues under elevated pressure/temperature inside 21 
compacted sediment. In this procedure, porous sediment allows for labile maturation breakdown 22 
products to escape from the sample into the sediment and maturation chamber while recalcitrant, 23 
  2 
immobile components are contained, in a manner expected to be similar to the natural conditions 24 
of fossilisation. To test the efficacy of this novel procedure with respect to simulating fossil 25 
diagenesis in a simple case study, we investigate the differential survival of melanosomes relative 26 
to proteinaceous tissues through maturation of fresh lizard body parts and feathers. Macro- and 27 
ultrastructures are then compared to fossils. Similar to many carbonaceous exceptional fossils, the 28 
resulting organic components are thin, dark films composed mainly of exposed melanosomes 29 
resting on the sediment in association darkened bones. Keratinous, muscle, collagenous, and 30 
adipose tissues appear to be lost. Such results are consistent with predictions derived from non-31 
sediment-encased maturation experiments and our understanding of biomolecular stability. These 32 
experiments might also suggest that organic preservation is largely driven by the original 33 
molecular composition of the tissue and the diagenetic stability of those molecules, rather than the 34 
tissue’s decay resistance alone, and this should be experimentally explored in the future. 35 
 36 
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 38 
TAPHONOMY examines the physical (e.g., transport or burial) and chemical (e.g., 39 
microbial/autolytic decay or diagenesis) changes involved in fossilisation, from death to discovery 40 
(Parry et al. 2018). Determining the relative impact of processes that alter organisms during 41 
fossilisation has benefitted from advances in analytical techniques and experimental frameworks 42 
(Briggs & McMahon 2016; Parry et al. 2018; Purnell et al. 2018). Experiments may help elucidate 43 
the chemical and physical factors influencing decay (Briggs & Kear 1993, Clements et al. 2017), 44 
patterns of decay (Sansom et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2013), and authigenic mineralisation of decaying 45 
tissues (Briggs et al. 1993; Briggs & Kear 1994). Decay resistance, however, may not always 46 
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correlate to fossilisation potential (Wilson et al. 2016; Parry et al. 2018). Some decay-resistant 47 
tissues have low fossilisation potential, such as the keratin component of integument (Saitta et al. 48 
2017a) or the collagenous notochord (Parry et al. 2018), and decay-labile tissues can contain 49 
recalcitrant components, such as melanosomes within the retinal pigment epithelium (Clements et 50 
al. 2016). For example, eyes decay relatively quickly (Sansom et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2013), but 51 
preserve commonly in carbonaceous exceptional fossils (Vinther et al. 2008; Sallan and Coates 52 
2014; Clements et al. 2016).  53 
 54 
The role and challenges of maturation experiments 55 
 56 
In order to understand chemical changes to organic molecules, taphonomists have adopted 57 
methodologies from fossil fuel petrology and organic geochemistry (Rhead et al. 1971; Peters et 58 
al. 1981; Lewan 1983; Monthioux et al. 1985; Lewan et al. 1986; Rullkötter & Marzi 1988; 59 
Teerman & Hwang 1991; Behar et al. 1995, 1997, 2003; Koopmans et al. 1996; Versteegh et al. 60 
2004; Schimmelmann et al. 2006). These maturation experiments, as they are called, illuminate 61 
the alterations of organic molecules through exposure to elevated temperatures and pressures 62 
(typically ~200–300 ˚C/several hundred bars/hours–days for paleontological studies) and have 63 
proven valuable in simulating the processes taking place during late diagenesis (Stankiewicz et al. 64 
2000; Gupta et al. 2006a, 2007a; Schiffbauer et al. 2012; Glass et al. 2013; Colleary et al. 2015; 65 
Briggs & McMahon 2016; Saitta et al. 2017a). The underlying concept behind maturation 66 
experiments is kinetics; by subjecting samples to elevated temperatures and pressures over short 67 
timescales, chemical degradation reactions that normally occur at relatively lower diagenetic 68 
temperatures over much longer, geologic durations are accelerated and can be observed. 69 
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Maturation experiments can help determine which organics have high fossilisation potential and 70 
can produce results that approach fossils in chemical signature (Rhead et al. 1971; Stankiewicz et 71 
al. 2000; Gupta et al. 2006a, 2007a; Glass et al. 2013; Colleary et al. 2015; Saitta et al. 2017a).  72 
The stability of organic molecules over geologic timescales is related to their chemical structure, 73 
which influences the thermodynamics and kinetics of chemical reactions. Hydrophobic, water-74 
insoluble organic molecules with a carbon backbone can show high longevity with minimal 75 
alteration, while nucleic acids and proteins show the lowest longevity of biomacromolecules due 76 
to their thermodynamically unstable phosphodiester and peptide bonds and the varying thermal 77 
stability of amino acids (Eglinton & Logan 1991).  78 
Maturation experiments typically take place within small, sealed capsules composed of 79 
noble metals (e.g., ~2 mm diameter in some water-pressurised autoclaves); labile or volatile 80 
molecules produced during maturation that might normally be lost during fossilisation are trapped 81 
in the capsule (Saitta et al. 2017a) and will be analysed alongside more stable molecules, unless 82 
subsequent treatment of the product with solvents is performed (Stankiewicz et al. 2000). 83 
Furthermore, macrostructural observations are often difficult, and decay and maturation 84 
experiments are rarely integrated (Gupta et al. 2009). It is possible to mature larger tissues within 85 
aluminium foil using an Ar gas pressurised autoclave (McNamara et al. 2013), but this can allow 86 
for leaking of maturation products. Within common timeframes used in maturation experiments 87 
(e.g., ~24 hours or more), entire tissue samples can leak from such a foil setup and be lost (Saitta 88 
et al. 2017a). Note that these previous foil experiments (McNamara et al. 2013) only reported on 89 
one-hour maturation treatments (McNamara et al. 2017) with 24 hour durations resulting in sample 90 
loss (Saitta et al. 2017a). 91 
 92 
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A novel experimental protocol to improve maturation 93 
 94 
We have designed an experimental protocol that allows for maturing small tissue samples within 95 
compacted sediment. Since tissues consist of a multitude of molecules with different stabilities, 96 
maturation experiments inside small, sealed containers will generate a consortium of recalcitrant 97 
and labile products. This consortium is typically resulting in a solid or fluid with some degassing 98 
upon opening the container, as evidenced by a strong odour (Saitta et al. 2017a). Analysing this 99 
mixture and comparing it to fossils may be complicated, as volatile and soluble molecules would 100 
be expected to dissipate within porous rock matrix. Stankiewicz et al. (2000) treated matured 101 
samples with chloroform to yield the recalcitrant fraction only. However, this approach would be 102 
expected to result in the loss of molecules that are soluble in nonpolar organic solvents that may 103 
be of interest as geochemical biomarkers, such as steroid lipids (Mackenzie et al. 1982; Dreier et 104 
al. 1988; Stevens et al. 2010; Melendez et al. 2013; Plet et al. 2017). During fossilisation, tissues 105 
are held within a matrix of sediment, which is sometimes, but not always, cemented. Sediment is 106 
predicted to hold the more stable and less mobile components of tissues in place, while fine pore 107 
spaces allow for labile fluids and gasses to leach away. Therefore, fossilisation is often expected 108 
to occur, at least partly, in a fairly open system.  109 
To overcome these difficulties, with implications for testing a wide variety of taphonomic 110 
hypotheses, our novel experimental procedure involves initial compaction in sediment, followed 111 
by maturation. In order to monitor tissue macrostructure with heterogeneous composition (e.g., 112 
tissues with colour patterns or multiple organs), the maturation chamber is relatively large (19 mm 113 
inner diameter as opposed to ~2 mm diameter for some water-pressurised autoclaves). We 114 
hypothesise that in our experiments, the encasing, compacted sediment will establish an open-115 
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system filter whereby labile degradation products escape out into the sediment and maturation 116 
chamber. Recalcitrant, immobile components with preservation potential, on the other hand, are 117 
expected to remain trapped within the compacted specimen. This experimental platform would 118 
then allow for testing of the relative stability and mobility of the various organic and inorganic 119 
components in complex tissues and for predicting what components of heterogeneous tissues are 120 
likely to be lost or retained in fossils. As discussed in the following section, previous analyses of 121 
fossils and non-sediment-encased maturation experiments, as well as an understanding of 122 
biomolecular stability, allow us to predict how a sediment filtration mechanism, similar to that 123 
expected during fossilisation, might appear. 124 
 125 
Testing the protocol: melanosomes as key variable in vertebrate soft tissue preservation 126 
 127 
To test this hypothesis of sediment filtration, we chose to mature two types of vertebrate specimens 128 
that occasionally preserve carbonaceous soft tissue fossils: feathers and scale-clad diapsids, here 129 
represented by lizards. Feathers are mainly composed of keratin protein and can be pigmented, 130 
most commonly by melanin. Freshly deceased lizards will have various proteins (mostly keratin, 131 
collagen, and muscle), adipose tissue and other lipids, as well as pigments like melanin. The results 132 
of our sediment-encased maturation experiments were then compared to fossils macro- and 133 
ultrastructurally through microscopy to judge the efficiency of the procedure at establishing a 134 
sediment filter and improving upon previous maturation experiments in simulating fossilisation.  135 
According to a conservative interpretation of organic stability, amniote integument, 136 
including feathers and diapsid skin, can preserve in fossils as a film composed of melanosomes 137 
(Vinther et al. 2008, 2016; Lindgren et al. 2014; Vinther 2015). Non-pigmented feathers and scales 138 
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leave no organic residue, but can still preserve through residues of calcium phosphate, known to 139 
harden keratinous tissues in vivo (Blakely et al. 1963; Pautard 1963, 1964), which can be detected 140 
through fluorescence imaging (Mayr et al. 2016; Vinther et al. 2016). However, we focus here on 141 
organic preservation pathways. 142 
The discovery that melanosomes preserve commonly in exceptional fossils  (Vinther et al. 143 
2008; Colleary et al. 2016) has opened new avenues of palaeontological research, but their study 144 
has not been without controversy. These structures have alternatively been identified as fossil 145 
bacteria (Wuttke 1983; Davis & Briggs 1995), a position still maintained by some (Moyer et al. 146 
2014; Lindgren et al. 2015; Schweitzer et al. 2015). However, this stance has been countered by 147 
the fact that microbodies commonly found in fossil skin, hair, and feathers conform to 148 
melanosomes in distribution, size, and organisation (Vinther et al. 2008; Vinther 2015, 2016). 149 
Furthermore, chemical analyses show that these structures contain melanin (Glass et al. 2012, 150 
2013; Lindgren et al. 2012, 2014; Colleary et al. 2015; Clements et al. 2016; Gabbott et al. 2016; 151 
Brown et al. 2017).  152 
In addition, it has been suggested that keratin protein can preserve organically in fossils 153 
(Schweitzer et al. 1999, 2015; Edwards et al. 2011; Moyer et al. 2016a, 2016b) and, thus, 154 
melanosomes might be obscured by a keratin protein matrix (Zhang et al. 2010; Moyer et al. 2014; 155 
Pan et al. 2016). However, studies have described melanosomes as being exposed on the sediment 156 
while non-pigmented regions yield only rock matrix (Vinther et al. 2008; Colleary et al. 2015; 157 
Vinther 2015). More recently, studies have argued that the only constituents of keratinous tissues 158 
preserved deep in the geologic record are calcium phosphate and pigments (Mayr et al. 2016; 159 
Vinther et al. 2016; Saitta et al. 2017a).  160 
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Experimental taphonomy echoes the poor preservation potential of keratin protein. 161 
Previous, non-sediment-encased maturation experiments turned keratin into a volatile-rich, water-162 
soluble fluid (Saitta et al. 2017a) while extracted melanosomes can survive largely intact (Colleary 163 
et al. 2015). This contrasting behaviour between keratin protein and melanin during maturation 164 
suggests that diagenetic degradation and loss of keratin protein is to be expected in fossils, leaving 165 
behind melanosomes. However, this keratin-melanin dynamic has yet to be experimentally 166 
observed simultaneously.  167 
Similarly, decay-resistant collagenous tissue (Sansom et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2013) is 168 
expected to be diagenetically unstable (Parry et al. 2018), like other proteinaceous organics (Bada 169 
et al. 1999). However, epidermal collagen protein has been proposed in Mesozoic fossils 170 
(Lingham-Soliar et al. 2007), although such claims are debated (Smith et al. 2015; Smithwick et 171 
al. 2017).  172 
Regarding the specific experiments described here, we hypothesise that tissues containing 173 
diagenetically-unstable organics like proteins and labile lipids (e.g., keratinous, collagenous, 174 
muscle, and adipose tissues) will largely become degraded and lost into the sediment, while 175 
diagenetically-stable organics like melanin (i.e., melanosomes) will tend to remain with the 176 
specimen. If the hypothesised filtering effect of porous sediment on diagenetically-altered organic 177 
materials is correct, then experimental results from sediment-encased maturation should be 178 
expected to resemble fossils such that preserved organic stains consist largely of exposed 179 
melanosomes resting on the sediment with a loss of surrounding tissues.  180 
 181 
A statement on the relative role of diagenesis versus decay in molecular preservation? 182 
 183 
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A second aspect of our experiments involves investigating the relative importance of diagenesis 184 
and decay in carbonaceous exceptional fossils. None of our experimental samples were subjected 185 
to a decay treatment prior to sediment-encased maturation. In many natural settings, these tissues 186 
are often rapidly decayed through autolytic or microbial mechanisms. We therefore specifically 187 
test the survivability of pristine (i.e., non-decayed) tissues during maturation. We predict that if 188 
molecular thermal stability is a major factor in determining the composition of carbonaceous 189 
exceptional fossils, then our experimentally matured samples will experience dramatic volume 190 
loss and largely consist of a film of melanosomes similar to fossil observations without requiring 191 
a prior decay treatment.  192 
 193 
METHODS 194 
 195 
Fresh feathers (Gallus gallus and Meleagris gallopavo from UK farms) and lizards (Anolis 196 
captured from the wild in Arizona, USA) were matured shortly after acquisition/humane 197 
euthanasia via CO2 asphyxiation with their full range of tissue composition present (see Saitta et 198 
al. (2018) for additional, preliminary results on non-vertebrates). Specimens were buried in easily-199 
compacted bentonitic clay (purchased from Clay Terra) inside a metal piston and compacted using 200 
a hydraulic press (9–18 tonnes over 126.7 mm2), producing a consolidated tablet (Fig. 1A). 201 
Previous attempts with loose sediment did not produce results macrostructurally comparable to 202 
fossils, or amenable to easy structural analysis, indicating that compaction is important in 203 
establishing the desired pore space filtration. Tablets were loaded into a welded metal tube (19 204 
mm inner diameter), forming an airtight chamber tapped for a high-pressure airline, with the goal 205 
of providing space for the escape of maturation products from the sediment (Fig. 1B). The chamber 206 
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resided inside a ceramic-lined laboratory oven. The airline exited a hole in the oven and connected 207 
a pressure-regulated air compressor. Experiments ran at 210–250 ˚C/225–300 bars/12–23 hours 208 
(Saitta et al. 2018), consistent with other maturation studies of fossilisation. After maturation, the 209 
chamber was cut open using a lathe. Tablets were split into a part and counterpart and analysed 210 
with light microscopy (Nikon SMZ-U stereo microscope, Nikon D810 DSLR camera) and 211 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, gold coated specimens, Zeiss Evo10 SEM, Lab6 emitter).  212 
 213 
Institutional abbreviations. BHI, Black Hills Institute Museum, Hill City, South Dakota, USA; 214 
BSP, Bayerische Staatssammlung für Paläontologie und Geologie, Munich, Germany; IVPP, 215 
Institute of Vertebrate Palaeontology and Palaeoanthropology, Beijing, China; LEIUG, Leicester 216 
University Geology Department, Leicester, UK; MB, Humboldt Museum für Naturkunde, Berlin, 217 
Germany; MU, National Museum of Ethiopia, Authority for Research and Conservation of 218 
Cultural Heritage, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 219 
 220 
RESULTS 221 
 222 
Matured sediment tablets consistently split to reveal organic-containing parts and counterparts 223 
amenable to being easily manipulated and analysed.  Lizard body parts lost significant volume 224 
(Fig. 2A–I). Only flattened and darkened skeletal material remained (greater temperature produced 225 
darker hues in the bones), surrounded by a thin, dark film where soft tissues existed previously, 226 
resulting in a body outline. SEM revealed that these organic stains lacked original tissue structure 227 
and histology, were associated with sediment impressions, and contained exposed oblate 228 
melanosomes (about 0.4 and 0.3 µm in length and width, respectively) resting on the sediment. No 229 
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ligaments or other clearly identifiable collagenous, keratinous, adipose, or muscle tissues were 230 
discernable. 231 
Feathers lost volume, producing thin, dark stains (Fig. 3A–J). SEM revealed that these 232 
organic stains contained free-lying oblong melanosomes (about 1.1 and 0.2 µm in length and 233 
width, respectively) in regions that were pigmented in vivo, resting on the sediment. The 234 
melanosomes lost their original alignment. Regions that were non-pigmented in vivo lacked 235 
melanosomes and showed barb and barbule impressions in the sediment. 236 
Variation in the amount of preserved organics between the part and counterpart was 237 
sometimes apparent (Saitta et al. 2018). The samples appear to be stable after maturation with no 238 
noticeable changes having occurred over more than a year of storage at dry, room temperature 239 
conditions inside a plastic SEM stub box. 240 
 241 
DISCUSSION 242 
 243 
In the following discussion, the feather and lizard sediment-encased maturation experiments’ 244 
ability to discriminate stable from unstable organics as well as their similarity to fossils is judged. 245 
Then, the experiments are discussed in relation to how they might elucidate our understanding of 246 
the importance of diagenesis in fossilisation and of the correlation between molecular stability and 247 
preservation. Next, the usefulness of sediment-encased maturation in understanding fossilisation 248 
is compared to that of previous taphonomic experiments and methodologies, with particular 249 
discussion of the importance and implications of the sediment filtration mechanism. Finally, the 250 
potential and versatility of sediment-encased maturation is discussed, particularly in relation to 251 
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preservational modes beyond that of the melanin and bone preservation similar to some 252 
carbonaceous exceptional fossils as demonstrated by the experiments in this study. 253 
 254 
Feather and lizard experiments: selective preservation in a manner resembling some 255 
carbonaceous exceptional fossils 256 
 257 
The observed changes in our sediment-encased maturation experiments are very consistent with 258 
observations from carbonaceous vertebrate tissues in exceptional fossils. Matured samples 259 
resemble fossils in many ways, and over a range of scales and specimens, evidenced by 260 
ultrastructural features observed through microscopic structural analysis. Melanosomes are the 261 
sole unequivocally identifiable component of the dark soft tissue films. Tissues underwent 262 
extensive volume loss, and proteinaceous and adipose tissues appear to have, at least largely, 263 
degraded and escaped into the sediment. Bones and teeth, of course, easily survived, as in the fossil 264 
record. Sediment-encased maturation is therefore expected to allow for comparisons of the 265 
survivability of organics by simulating deep-burial diagenesis. As is the case for any scientific 266 
model, including the physical model used to simulate fossilisation through diagenesis here, results 267 
bearing resemblance to the natural system are a testament to the accuracy of the model and, by 268 
extension, our understanding of the underlying processes involved.  269 
Like the experimentally matured lizard skin observed here, fossil reptile skin preserves 270 
melanosomes (Li et al. 2014; Lindgren et al. 2014; Vinther et al. 2016; Lindgren et al. 2017), as 271 
is the case for other tetrapod skin fossils (Fig. 2J–L; Colleary et al. 2015). Connective, muscle, 272 
and adipose tissues appear to have largely escaped as breakdown products into the sediment and 273 
chamber so as to be unrecognisable ultrastructurally. Although some of these tissues can quickly 274 
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decay, these experiments suggest that if they were to survive decay, subsequent significant 275 
diagenetic alteration likely eliminates them. As Parry et al. (2018) discussed, decay resistance does 276 
not always correlate with preservation potential, ultimately. 277 
Similarly, liberated melanosomes are the only unequivocally identifiable structure in the 278 
matured feathers, as in fossil feathers (Vinther et al. 2008; Vinther 2015) (Fig. 3K–L). Original 279 
melanosome alignment is lost, potentially due to a lack of continuous, concurrent compaction 280 
during keratin degradation whereby encasing sediment might help to lock melanosomes in place 281 
and regulate the release of keratin degradation products away from the specimen. An optional 282 
second compaction after maturation can superficially remove void spaces but lacks this concurrent 283 
dynamic likely required to produce more realistic results. 284 
Variation in the degree of organic staining preserved on the part compared to the 285 
counterpart is likely a result of recalcitrant organics settling within the sediment under gravity as 286 
tissues undergo volume loss. Again, the lack of continuous, concurrent compaction of the sediment 287 
as would happen in nature allowed the resulting residues to easily accumulate at the bottom of 288 
void spaces. However, different organic staining patterns between parts and counterparts due to 289 
uneven splitting occur in fossils as well (e.g., MB.Av.100 and BSP 1869 VIII 1, counterpart and 290 
part of the isolated feather assigned to Archaeopteryx). 291 
 292 
The importance of diagenesis in carbonaceous exceptional fossils 293 
 294 
In addition to discriminating between different organismal components in a manner similar to 295 
some carbonaceous exceptional fossils, these sediment-encased maturation experiments may 296 
provide insight into the relative importance of diagenesis within the overall taphonomic process. 297 
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It must first be kept in mind that no samples underwent decay treatments prior to experimentation, 298 
yet produced macro- and microscopic results comparable to fossils. The observed microbodies in 299 
regions of the samples that were pigmented in vivo can therefore be reliably identified as 300 
melanosomes as opposed to bacteria, providing yet another line of evidence within the growing 301 
consensus that such structures in fossils are indeed melanosomes (Vinther 2016).  302 
More importantly, however, these non-decayed samples highlight the influence of the 303 
variables simulated with maturation (i.e., the time, heat, and pressure of diagenesis) as well as the 304 
effect of encasing sediment during fossilisation, particularly regarding carbonaceous exceptional 305 
fossils. While decay can result in tissue loss and obscure tissue identification in fossils (Briggs and 306 
Kear 1993; Sansom et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2013), our results appear to demonstrate that sediment-307 
encased maturation on its own can discriminate between tissues with low and high organic 308 
preservation potential based on the thermodynamic stability of their molecular components and 309 
the mobility of their breakdown products. Unstable, mobile organics and their breakdown products 310 
appear to be lost through sediment pores while stable, immobile organics remain in situ. 311 
Experimentally-produced soft tissue carbonaceous stains resemble preservational modes of some 312 
Konservat-Lagerstätten like the Yixian Formation (see Benton et al. 2008 for a review of such 313 
Jehol Biota). Although carbonaceous fossils exhibit inter-locality variation, they might generally 314 
result from decay-limited environments, with late diagenesis ultimately impacting which organics 315 
are preserved or lost. Minimising early taphonomic processes (e.g., scavenging, transport, decay) 316 
might generally favour whole, articulated, organically-preserved, soft tissue-containing fossils. 317 
Maturation experiments would therefore be important to understand many Konservat-Lagerstätten. 318 
 319 
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Consideration of biomolecular stability informs predictions of preservation potential. Thinking in 320 
terms of diagenetic influences on fossilisation, one would benefit from first considering molecular 321 
thermal stability when attempting to ascertain which molecules might survive these sediment-322 
encased maturation experiments and, we suspect, in fossils themselves. Proteins are not predicted 323 
to be diagenetically stable in sediments (Bada et al. 1999) and appear to have been largely lost 324 
during the maturation treatment. Similarly, adipose tissues have largely been lost during 325 
maturation and are composed of triglycerides (Björntorp 1996) that are also predicted to be 326 
thermally unstable due to hydrolytic cleavage of ester bonds between fatty acids and the 327 
hydrophilic glycerol group (Wardell et al. 1981; Eglinton & Logan 1991). Cell membranes are 328 
composed mainly of phospholipids, which again are expected to be thermally unstable due to 329 
hydrolytic cleavage of ester bonds between fatty acids and the hydrophilic glycerol-phosphate 330 
polar heads (Eglinton & Logan 1991; Zuidam & Crommelin 1995). The free fatty acid chains of 331 
labile lipids like triglycerides and phospholipids can, however, undergo in situ polymerisation to 332 
preserve in fossils as aliphatic hydrocarbons (Stankiewicz et al. 2000; Gupta et al. 2006a, 2006b, 333 
2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2008, 2009). Although chemical analysis was not performed in this study, it 334 
is possible that such kerogen-like aliphatic molecules are present in experimental samples. Indeed, 335 
occasionally an unidentifiable amorphous material was observed in the matured lizards under 336 
SEM, consistent with a kerogen-like substance but requiring further investigation (Saitta et al. 337 
2018). Similarly, sterols are thermally stable and often have low solubility in water with an 338 
extremely high preservation potential (Mackenzie et al. 1982; Dreier et al. 1988; Stevens et al. 339 
2010; Melendez et al. 2013; Plet et al. 2017), and it is possible that sterols such as cholesterol 340 
remained in the experimental samples, again requiring further chemical analysis. However, before 341 
any further discussion of potential avenues for future research into sediment-encased maturation, 342 
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the observed results of the experiments described herein should be used to inform a decision about 343 
the utility of the novel protocol in studying taphonomy.  344 
 345 
Sediment-encased maturation: improved results over other taphonomic experiments 346 
 347 
How does the novel protocol presented here compare to other methods in experimental taphonomy 348 
at realistically modelling fossilisation? Does it represent a significant methodological 349 
improvement?  350 
It seems that sediment-encased, pressure-temperature maturation produces results 351 
comparable to carbonaceous fossils and, potentially, sub-fossil resins (see Saitta et al. (2018) for 352 
supplemental, preliminary results showing hardened tree resin with evidence of escaped 353 
maturation products, leaves producing dark stains with associated volume loss, and arthropod 354 
cuticles showing browning and relatively high stability through maturation). In comparison, decay 355 
experiments can sometimes authigenically mineralise certain tissues through phosphatisation 356 
(Briggs & Kear 1993) or pyritisation (Grimes et al. 2001), but do not result in the sort of 357 
carbonaceous preservation observed here. While acknowledging the ability for decay to induce 358 
authigenic mineralisation in some circumstances, Parry et al. (2018) discussed how decay 359 
resistance does not always correlate to organic preservation. Although decay can expose 360 
melanosomes from a keratin matrix (Saitta et al. 2017b), the results here show that this can be 361 
achieved by maturation alone, consistent with the idea that decay is more of a factor in instances 362 
of unexceptional preservation rather than exceptional carbonaceous preservation (Parry et al. 363 
2018). Acidic-thermal experiments, on the other hand, produce compounds unlike fossils, such as 364 
SiC ceramics from wood (Shin et al. 2005), while attempts to produce highly-precise silicified or 365 
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carbonised 3-dimensional structural replicas of whole organisms through to cells and extra-cellular 366 
proteins via replacement of original organics (Townson et al. 2014) similarly appear to produce 367 
results largely incomparable to fossils, and the experimental conditions of such treatments are 368 
likely inappropriate for modelling natural environments of fossilisation. 369 
Non-sediment-encased maturation experiments do reveal quite a bit about organic 370 
preservation, such as the origin of sedimentary organic matter and fossil fuels (Rhead et al. 1971; 371 
Peters et al. 1981; Lewan 1983; Monthioux et al. 1985; Lewan et al. 1986; Rullkötter & Marzi 372 
1988; Teerman & Hwang 1991; Behar et al. 1995, 1997, 2003; Koopmans et al. 1996; Versteegh 373 
et al. 2004; Schimmelmann et al. 2006), in situ polymerisation of lipids (Stankiewicz et al. 2000; 374 
Gupta et al. 2006a, 2007a), or the fossilisation of melanin (Glass et al. 2013; Colleary et al. 2015). 375 
However, some maturation experiments suffer from methodological shortcomings that result in 376 
unrealistic simulation of diagenesis through time. For example, some maturation experiments only 377 
elevate temperature (Moyer et al. 2016a), allowing water to boil off. This is problematic for 378 
simulating fossilisation since no fossilisation pathway is entirely anhydrous, and hydrolysis, a 379 
major biomacromolecule degradation reaction, requires water, meaning that the conclusion of 380 
keratin preservation in those experiments by Moyer et al. (2016a) might be questionable. 381 
Furthermore, maturation duration should be of sufficient duration and temperature in order to 382 
mimic fossil chemistries of the appropriate age/thermal maturity (Saitta et al. 2017a, 2017b). For 383 
example, maturing feathers for only 1 hour does not completely degrade keratin (McNamara et al. 384 
2013, 2017) and does not give comparable results to fossils of appreciable age or thermal maturity 385 
(Saitta et al. 2017a). However, in addition to careful consideration of maturation conditions such 386 
as duration and pressure, might our sediment-encased maturation experiments benefit from another 387 
improvement over these previous experiments, one that is more fundamental to the technique itself 388 
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rather than simply conditional? To answer this, one must consider how sediment encasing 389 
fundamentally changes the observed results of maturation experiments.  390 
 391 
Sediment pore filtration: the key process. Maturation studies of organic molecules inside sealed, 392 
noble metal capsules produce an amalgam of recalcitrant and labile maturation products. However, 393 
by allowing labile molecules to escape, any subsequent analysis will only involve recalcitrant and 394 
immobile molecules, as one would expect to find in fossils. Here we show that sediment-encased 395 
maturation appears to allow degraded molecules like protein fragments to escape through pore 396 
spaces, while recalcitrant organelles and tissues like melanosomes and bones remain, as might be 397 
expected in fossilisation. In contrast, non-sediment-encased feather maturation under similar 398 
conditions hydrolysed keratin into a thick, water-soluble fluid not seen in fossils (Saitta et al. 399 
2017a) nor in sediment-encased feather maturation. This non-sediment-encased feather maturation 400 
did not reveal melanosomes under SEM (Fig. 4A–B; Saitta et al. 2017a, 2017b), presumably 401 
obscured by the fluid.  402 
We hypothesise that sediment-encased maturation might, therefore, yield chemical 403 
signatures more comparable to fossils than non-sediment-encased maturation. This hypothesis is 404 
consistent with the patterns of degradation observed here: the colour changes and loss of tissue 405 
structure are evidence that chemical alteration has occurred, while the volume loss and loss of 406 
certain tissues are consistent with the leaching of these degradation products, such as the hydrolysis 407 
of peptides and the leaching of their fragments from the specimen. For example, previous, non-408 
sediment-encased maturation on melanin inside gold capsules showed that the resulting negative 409 
secondary ion spectra from time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) began to 410 
converge upon those of fossil melanin when examined using principal component analysis 411 
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(Colleary et al. 2015). However, at best, the artificially matured melanin spectra only partially 412 
overlapped with those of fossil melanin. We hypothesise that this discrepancy could be due to 413 
trapped labile molecules in the non-sediment-matured melanin that are not present in the fossil 414 
melanin analysed alongside recalcitrant molecules, meaning that sediment-encased maturated 415 
melanin might show improved chemical overlap with fossil melanin. Thus, precise chemical 416 
differences between sediment-encased and non-sediment-encased matured organics should be 417 
further investigated and compared to fossils in future experiments using various chemical analyses 418 
(e.g., TOF-SIMS). Based on our understanding of the underlying processes of maturation, 419 
particularly hydrolysis, chemical signatures of proteins and labile lipids, for example, are expected 420 
to decrease in more highly matured samples. In a similar manner, compacted sediment may even 421 
improve upon maturation experiments examining fossil fuel or sedimentary organic matter 422 
formation (Rhead et al. 1971; Peters et al. 1981; Lewan 1983; Monthioux et al. 1985; Lewan et 423 
al. 1986; Rullkötter & Marzi 1988; Teerman & Hwang 1991; Behar et al. 1995, 1997, 2003; 424 
Koopmans et al. 1996; Versteegh et al. 2004; Schimmelmann et al. 2006) or allow us to study 425 
differential migration patterns of various organics through sediment. In the meantime, however, 426 
the structural data presented here is sufficient to illustrate the mechanism of sediment filtration 427 
and the differing survivability of various organics. 428 
But is establishing such a filtration mechanism indeed a worthwhile endeavour? Others in 429 
the past have attempted to separate out maturation products using organic solvents, such as 430 
chloroform (Stankiewics et al. 2000). While attempting to eliminate mobile maturation products 431 
from any subsequent chemical analysis might help produce results more comparable to fossils, the 432 
use of an organic solvent is not a proper simulation of the loss of mobile molecules that occurs in 433 
fossilisation, and some organic molecules that are capable of surviving in fossils might be organic-434 
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soluble and lost from the experiment. Instead, our method accomplishes this filtration using a 435 
physical, rather than chemical mechanism, and this mechanism is directly comparable to what is 436 
expected to occur during fossilisation. The advantage of this filter is the ability to study variation 437 
in the preservation potential of different components within heterogeneous samples, such as whole 438 
bodies and tissues with colour patterns. In another example, Behar et al. (1997) used multiple cold 439 
trap pyrolysis-gas chromatography to mature kerogen in an open system with elevated temperature 440 
(300 °C), but for short durations (6 min) and without elevated pressure, and such open system 441 
attempts to artificially mature kerogen and other sedimentary organic matter while simultaneously 442 
allowing for fluid products to escape have been recognised as an established method (Behar et al. 443 
2003; Schimmelmann et al. 2006). Again, compacted sediment likely represents a more realistic 444 
maturation environment for fossilisation without creating an overly open system that might result 445 
in the loss of stable organics naturally found in fossils, as occurred in the attempts to replicate the 446 
maturation experiments on feathers in foil of McNamara et al. (2013) by Saitta et al. (2017a). 447 
Furthermore, large sediment tablets make for easy downstream analyses of matured samples using 448 
various techniques beyond those such as pyrolysis-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (Py-449 
GC-MS), including surface analyses like TOF-SIMS.  450 
Overall, based on the current experiments, our sediment-encased maturation appears to 451 
more closely model carbonaceous fossilisation than previous experimental attempts. Knowing this, 452 
what are the potential uses for such a protocol, and might it help to inform our understanding of 453 
other modes of fossil preservation? 454 
 455 
The versatility and potential of sediment-encased maturation: new ways to test taphonomic 456 
hypotheses 457 
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 458 
Future experimentation with sediment-encased maturation will allow for examining the relative 459 
impact of specific taphonomic variables. Sediment type, moisture content and fluid species/pH, 460 
compaction magnitude/number, and maturation temperature, pressure, duration, and pressuring 461 
gas species could all be controlled to test many taphonomic hypotheses. While the individual effect 462 
of each of these variables in isolation has yet to be fully disentangled, given that the maturation 463 
conditions used here are comparable to those of earlier non-sediment-encased maturation 464 
experiments (particularly Saitta et al. 2017a), it can be safely concluded that it is largely the effect 465 
of encasing sediment responsible for the dramatically improved results under our protocol. 466 
Depending on the age and thermal maturity of the fossils one is interested in, further changes to 467 
the experimental variables of our method might produce results more comparable to those fossils. 468 
Furthermore, additional consideration can be made as to exactly what organics one wishes 469 
to examine for potential selective preservation of certain components. Here, we focus mainly on 470 
relative survivability of vertebrate melanin and proteins, but such studies could be done on any 471 
type of heterogeneous tissue containing varying organics (e.g., those containing chitin, cellulose, 472 
various lipids, etc.).  473 
Large sample sizes allow for easier observations of many tissue types simultaneously, and 474 
the parts and counterparts produced are easily manipulated by hand and amenable to various types 475 
of downstream structural and chemical analyses commonly run on fossils (e.g., placement onto 476 
stubs for SEM or TOF-SIMS). 477 
 478 
Combining decay and maturation. A decay treatment could be applied in order to understand the 479 
impact of tissue loss prior to maturation (Sansom et al. 2010a, 2010b, 2013; Briggs & McMahon 480 
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2016; Parry et al. 2018). Subsequent maturation of specimens decayed within sediment is often 481 
complicated due to difficulties in extricating the tissues from the sediment without affecting 482 
structural observations. Our method can help to circumvent this issue, since the buried, decayed 483 
tissue can first be compacted into a sediment tablet that can then be easily split apart after 484 
maturation. Attempting to seriously couple decay and maturation experiments in the future is 485 
important since decay inside sediment may lead to novel chemical reactions that are of significance 486 
in fossilisation (Wilson and Butterfield 2014). The hypothesis of ‘stemward slippage’ observed 487 
through decay (Sansom et al. 2010a, 2010b) can be easily tested all the way through diagenesis 488 
using sediment-encased maturation to determine if the stemward pattern of character loss from 489 
decay is still present after samples at various decay stages have been matured. 490 
Authigenic mineralisation can preserve decay-prone tissues, such as muscles and the 491 
digestive tract through phosphatisation (Briggs 2003; Parry et al. 2015) or arthropod cuticles 492 
through pyritisation (Briggs et al. 1991; Parry et al. 2018). By maturing specimens encased in 493 
sediment subsequent to decay, authigenic mineralisation can be easily studied in conjunction with 494 
organic diagenesis using our method. Decay is also thought to be important in the formation of 495 
carbonate concretions, which can lead to exceptionally preserved soft tissues (McCoy et al. 2015), 496 
although experimental concretion formation has yet to be achieved (Briggs & McMahon 2016).  497 
  498 
Other preservational modes leading to organic stabilisation. Sediment-encased maturation will 499 
likely permit the easy testing of hypotheses regarding organic stabilisation mechanisms during 500 
decay and early diagenesis (e.g., kerogenisation, adipocere formation, sulfurisation, Maillard 501 
reactions, sub-fossil and fossil resin formation) as well as organic-inorganic interactions and how 502 
these affect the resulting stability of the organics through late diagenesis.  503 
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Decay can sometimes convert labile organic molecules into more recalcitrant forms. 504 
Studies have highlighted the potential for labile lipids such as fatty acids, endogenous to the 505 
organism within tissues like arthropod cuticle, graptolite periderm, or leaves, to produce kerogen-506 
like, long aliphatic molecules in a process termed in situ polymerisation during both decay and 507 
maturation, which may be widely occurring in exceptional fossil preservation (Stankiewics et al. 508 
2000; Gupta et al. 2006a, 2006b, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c, 2008, 2009). For example, experiments 509 
with scorpion cuticle subjected to confined, non-sediment-encased maturation with subsequent 510 
chloroform washing to remove organic-soluble maturation products found Py-GC-MS profiles that 511 
closely resembled Carboniferous scorpion cuticle, largely consisting of aliphatic molecules 512 
(Stankiewics et al. 2000). Preliminary, supplemental results of our experiments are promising with 513 
respect to possible kerogen-like preservation: angiosperm leaves lost volume and produced dark 514 
stains, and arthropod cuticles survived well through maturation and became browned (Saitta et al. 515 
2018). Therefore, sediment-encased maturation may show promise regarding experiments on lipid 516 
in situ polymerisation to produce kerogen-like residues.  517 
Sulphurisation of organic molecules is known to take place (Sinninghe Damste 1989; 518 
Sinninghe Damste & De Leeuw 1990), whereby S crosslinking stabilises molecules in a manner 519 
that leads one to draw similarities to the vulcanisation of rubber (Ding & Leonov 1996). While 520 
melanin has been shown to react with S (Glass et al. 2012; McNamara et al. 2016), it is already 521 
recalcitrant in nature. Organically-preserved muscle has been reported in a salamander specimen 522 
from Miocene lacustrine sediments in Spain (McNamara et al. 2010), which is remarkable for its 523 
organic preservation of an originally proteinaceous tissue due to extensive sulfurisation. The same 524 
deposits are also reported to yield what appears to be organically-preserved, sulphurised bone 525 
marrow (McNamara et al. 2006). Therefore, decay and maturation experiments under euxinic 526 
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conditions should be conducted in a sediment-encased protocol in order to examine the potential 527 
for organic preservation of labile tissue via S crosslinking. 528 
Beyond the establishment of S crosslinking, other mechanisms of organic stabilisation 529 
through covalently-bonded crosslinks between structural biomolecules exist via tanning-like 530 
processes (Wilson & Butterfield 2014). Such crosslinking can derive from various agents including 531 
multivalent Fe, Ti, Zr, and Si, aluminosilicates, polyphosphates, and mineral salts such as 532 
aluminium sulphate or chromium sulphate. A common form of crosslinking involves polyphenolic 533 
tannins from plants that can bind to organic molecules like proteins, forming the foundation of the 534 
early leather tanning industry (Kanagy & Kronstadt 1943; Covington 1997; Hueffer et al. 2010). 535 
However, crosslinking might be more applicable to the archeological, rather than fossil, record, 536 
such as the cold, acidic, anoxic, reducing peat bog environment that preserves ‘bog bodies’ with 537 
sphagnum, which contains a carbonyl-rich polyssacharide (Painter 1991; Evershed 1992; 538 
Stankiewicz et al. 1997).  539 
While the above examples of crosslinking greatly slow down the rate of organic 540 
degradation, it might not entirely halt the process, as evidenced by the limitations of tissue fixation 541 
with formaldehyde (Helander 1994; Kiernan 2000). Recently though, Wilson and Butterfield 542 
(2014) proposed that tissues decaying in kaolin, as opposed to sand, lime, or smectitic clays, may 543 
result in protein crosslinking, similar to some forms of leather tanning (Plapper et al. 1981), which 544 
might impact the quality of the resulting carbonaceous fossil. Even more applicable to the fossil 545 
record are chemical reactions involving protein degradation products, either through Maillard 546 
reactions between the amino group of amino acids (normally involved in peptide bonds prior to 547 
hydrolytic cleavage) and the carbonyl group of reducing sugars to form melanoidins that result in 548 
browning as in the cooking of food (Stankiewics et al. 1997; Martins et al. 2000), or between 549 
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oxidised fatty acids and amino acids that also produce browning (Hidalgo et al. 1999). Sugars can 550 
also react with lipids, in addition to proteins, to form advanced glycation end products (AGEs). 551 
These reactions between sugars, lipids, and proteins are non-enzymatic and are accelerated under 552 
elevated temperatures (Uribarri et al. 2010). The darkened bones observed in our lizard 553 
experiments may derive from such browning processes and further chemical analyses should be 554 
carried out (Jasmina Wiemann, personal communication); similarly, browning in any under-555 
matured samples should consider these reactions as potential explanations (e.g., the predominantly 556 
white region of the feather resulting in discoloured sediment in Fig. 3B might be due to slightly 557 
insufficient maturation conditions leading to incomplete protein degradation or from the low 558 
melanin concentrations in some places on this predominantly white region as visible in Fig. 3A). 559 
Sediment-encased maturation can begin to address what crosslinking processes are likely to occur 560 
in various taphonomic settings, what types of bonds survive subsequent diagenesis, whether or not 561 
initial crosslinking ultimately impacts the quality of the carbonaceous fossil, and whether any 562 
crosslinks can stabilise polymers such as peptides through diagenesis or if the only surviving 563 
derivatives of complex, labile biomolecules are simpler AGE or melanoidin-like molecules 564 
derived from previously hydrolysed polymers.  565 
Perhaps the most remarkable form of organic preservation is in amber (e.g., Xing et al. 566 
2017). Resin fossilisation involves water and monoterpene loss followed by polymerisation, 567 
isomerisation, and crosslinking of the remaining recalcitrant diterpenoids (Langenheim 1969, 568 
1990; Lambert & Frye 1982; Mills et al. 1984; Pike 1993; Ragazzi et al. 1993; Villanueva-García 569 
et al. 2005). Preliminary, supplemental results here suggest that sediment-encased maturation can 570 
harden tree resin into a translucent mass with a surrounding escape front of maturation products 571 
leaching into the sediment (Saitta et al. 2018). Whether this hardening is only a result of the escape 572 
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of unstable components into the sediment, as in copal, or if subsequent polymerisation and 573 
crosslinking of the more stable components has also occurred, as in amber, should be examined in 574 
more detail using chemical analyses. Ultimately, sediment-encased maturation might provide an 575 
interesting platform by which to study the organic degradation of the inclusions within an organic 576 
matrix of stabilised resin. Thus, the method might be able to examine organic geochemistry in 577 
settings other than inorganic sediment matrices. 578 
Mimicking the taphonomic histories and lithologies of specific Konservat-Lagerstätten 579 
using sediment-encased maturation may produce various preservational modes beyond those 580 
described here, especially if a decay treatment is performed prior to maturation in order to induce 581 
authigenic mineralisation alongside carbonaceous stains. The effect of sediment type or other 582 
abiotic factors of the burial environment on observed organic preservation can easily be examined 583 
using our method. 584 
 585 
CONCLUSION 586 
 587 
We propose that this novel experimental procedure of maturation in compacted sediment allows 588 
for observations of the macro- and ultrastructural changes in co-occurring tissues simultaneously. 589 
Sediment filtration lets labile molecules to escape while retaining recalcitrant ones. For the first 590 
time, we can use maturation to illustrate the dynamic of simultaneous loss versus retention of 591 
different organics in tissues (e.g., melanin vs. proteins), owing to the mechanism of sediment 592 
filtration as shown here. The results match with those predicted based on analyses of fossils and 593 
previous non-sediment-encased maturation experiments and are consistent with our understanding 594 
of biomolecular stability (Eglinton & Logan 1991). Sediment-encased matured samples are 595 
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comparable to carbonaceous exceptional fossils down to the ultrastructural level, highlighting the 596 
importance of diagenesis in such preservational modes in determining which tissues are likely to 597 
preserve as well as the differential stability of the molecular components of such tissues. Promising 598 
supplemental, preliminary results on non-vertebrate tissues (Saitta et al. 2018) and the ability 599 
control many variables prior to and during maturation vouch for the versatility and potential of the 600 
protocol, providing a novel framework for hypothesis testing in taphonomy. These include 601 
examining the interplay between decay and maturation, which may potentially produce further 602 
preservational modes (e.g., authigenic mineralisation alongside carbonaceous preservation as well 603 
as crosslinking of more labile molecules). Sediment-encased maturation may one day improve 604 
upon the earliest maturation experiments studying fossil fuel formation.  605 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 946 
 947 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup. A, compaction phase. B, maturation phase. 948 
 949 
Fig. 2. Experimental lizards compared to fossils. Lizard foot, A, before burial and, B–C, 950 
counterpart after maturation showing browned bones, organic stains, and scale imprints. Lizard 951 
hand, D, before burial and, E, after maturation showing scale imprints, some organic staining, and 952 
discoloured bones. Lizard head, F, before burial and, G, after maturation revealing browned, 953 
crushed bones and organic stain. H–I, SEM images of exposed oblate melanosomes from the 954 
matured lizard foot in A–C. J, Fossil oblate melanosomes from a pipidid frog epidermis, Early 955 
Miocene, Mush Valley, Ethiopia (MU 32-2A/B). Fossil lizards, K, Eocene, Green River Formation 956 
(BHI-102B, image courtesy of Nicholas Edwards) and, L, Early Cretaceous, Yixian Formation 957 
  43 
(IVPP V14715, image courtesy of Wang Yuan). Scale bars represent 5 mm (A–B, D–G, K); 1 mm 958 
(C), 2 µm (H), 1 µm (I–J), 1 cm (L). Frog silhouette in J was obtained through phylopic.org (credit: 959 
Sarah Werning, Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported (CC BY 3.0), 960 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode). 961 
 962 
Fig. 3. Experimental feathers compared to fossils. Black and white feather with indications of the 963 
side of the feather from which the SEM images are derived, A, before burial, B, counterpart after 964 
treatment (in this case, involving a second compaction step after maturation) showing preferential 965 
preservation of more heavily melanised regions and sediment infilling of rachis, C, barb imprints 966 
in sediment from the pigmented region after treatment with textures resulting from regions of 967 
melanosomes, D, barb and barbule imprints in sediment from the predominantly white region 968 
lacking melanosomes after treatment as evidenced by the scarcity of textures from melanosomes 969 
in void spaces, E, void space in pigmented region left behind due to organic loss from a barb after 970 
treatment with textures resulting from regions of melanosomes, and F–G, oblong melanosomes 971 
from pigmented region after treatment. Darkly pigmented feather, H, after treatment, I, barb and 972 
barbule imprints in sediment after treatment, J, SEM image of exposed oblong melanosomes after 973 
treatment. K, Fossil oblong melanosomes in the organic stains of, L, fossil feather, Early 974 
Cretaceous, Crato Formation (LEIUG 115562), showing colour patterning and preferential 975 
preservation correlated to melanin pigmentation. Scale bars represent 5 mm (A–B, H); 200 µm 976 
(C); 100 µm (D); 10 µm (E); 2 µm (F–G, J); 30 µm (I); 1 µm (K); 1 mm (L). 977 
 978 
Fig. 4. Non-sediment-encased maturated (250 ºC/250 bars/24 hours) dark feathers as described by 979 
Saitta et al. (2017a, 2017b) where maturation was performed inside a small, sealed, noble metal 980 
  44 
capsule. A, fluid produced from maturation observed adhering to the inside wall of a glass vial 981 
after extruding from the opened maturation capsule. B–D, SEM images of, B, fluid extruding onto 982 
the surface of the opened maturation capsule, C, the topography of the fluid (likely influenced by 983 
surface charging) and, D, the finer ultrastructure of the fluid. No melanosomes are visible. Scale 984 
bars represent 2 mm (A); 1 mm (B); 200 µm (C); 10 µm (D). 985 
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